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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR 
By Mary Blair-Loy 
 

 

I am currently relishing a research stint in Oslo. It has been 
decades since I’ve lived somewhere I felt safe to walk home 
alone at 10 PM or to take the public transit until midnight. 
I had forgotten that glorious sense of independence, 
agency, and body freedom.   

 

 

 

 

 

SEX & GENDER NEWS 

I have lived in San Diego for 15 years and never boarded a bus. In contrast, when my 
Norwegian coauthor and her son spent last Fall at UC San Diego, one of their first tasks 
was to get the iPhone app for the city bus system. They took the bus daily—to school, the 
grocery store, the beach, . . . and then to the medical clinic for vaccines during the 
tuberculosis outbreak, after learning of their heightened risk for TB from the large 
population of San Diegans who sleep outside without sanitation and take daily shelter on 
the buses. 

The U.S. and Norway are both ranked among the top 10 nations in terms of average levels 
of education and income. But friends in public policy tell me there are virtually no 
individuals living without access to shelter in Norway. 

The contrast is so stark. Two weeks ago, my son, finishing up the school year in San Diego, 
called me in Oslo because he was frightened: His stepmom was running the San Diego 
marathon, which the police had just shut down due to an active shooter near the finish 
line.   

Later, after the arrest, we learned it was an airsoft gun, yet the event remained a visceral 
reminder of all the mass shooting trauma in our country. 

I’ve read reports that Norway (similar to the other Nordics) has one-tenth the per capita 
rate of gun deaths of the U.S. A 2015 report found that the sum total of fatal shootings by 
Norwegian police officers in the past nine years was lower than the average number of 
fatal shootings by U.S. police officers in one day. 

Another vital social good is gender equality. Norway is not without some challenges in 
that regard. Yet the Global Gender Gap Index, which ranks 144 countries on the degree of 
gender equality, consistently rates Norway (and other Nordics) in the top 3. In contrast, 
the U.S. generally ranks about 45-50. In the U.S., taking parental leave and flexible 
schedules are stigmatized in many occupations. But in Norway it’s a different ballgame. 
Federally financed, generous, well-utilized paid parental leaves, including a father’s 
earmark, create broad expectations and opportunities for men’s intimate involvement in 
family caregiving and for women’s return to the workplace after childbearing. 

Another socially emergent good is the ability to take (all of) one’s vacation without career 
penalty. My aesthetician’s entire shop closes for July so that all workers can take their paid 
summer vacations. An architect and an IT consultant from my church choir generally take 
off three to four weeks on in the summer plus a week or more off during the December/ 
January holidays and the spring holiday. Most of their clients and suppliers are off work, 
too, so it is relatively easy to relax and avoid the temptation to check in on their email. 
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It is not a coincidence that the Nordics rate far better than the U.S. on freedom from violence, a safety net for society’s 

most vulnerable members, greater gender equality, and a host of other measures of wellbeing. This is the result of a 

systematic commitment—evident in cultural schemas, material resources, and federal policies—of most sectors of 

society to these social and individual goods. 

According to a new book by my UC San Diego colleague Lane Kenworthy:  

Combining democracy, capitalism, and education together with a big welfare state and high employment has 

brought the Nordic countries a better standard of living for their least well-off members, greater income 

security, and very likely more equality of opportunity. And they have gotten these results without sacrificing 

economic growth, freedom, happiness, or any of a large number of other outcomes we want in a good society. 

(Social Democratic Capitalism, forthcoming). 

These options may seem like a pipedream in the current U.S. political climate. Interestingly, Lane Kenworthy’s book 

uses multi-national data to refute common arguments that the Nordic model would never work if adapted to the U.S., 

and he suggests that a historical perspective on the nation shows positive advances. Then he outlines some practical 

steps we can start pushing now that would bring our country far closer to becoming a more perfect Union. 

No, I don’t want to go home. But reentry will be made easier by my first layover: a week in Philadelphia. The Sex and 

Gender Section at the ASA Meetings promises an intellectually exciting and emotionally replenishing set of events. 

Monday’s program includes section sessions on Gender, Health, and Medicine; Gender/Sex and Emotional Labor in 

Work and/or Family; Gender, Race, and State Violence; and Gender, Social Movements, and (In)Justice. Tuesday’s 

program includes section sessions on Femininities; Gendered Violence, Sexual Harassment, and Title IX; and 18 

Roundtables. Monday evening is our offsite Reception, co-sponsored with the Section on Race, Gender and Class, at 

the Philadelphia Courtyard Marriott Downtown, a beautifully restored building listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places. Tuesday, 9:30 – 10:10 AM is our Business Meeting and Awards Ceremony. Come congratulate the award 

winners featured on p. 3 of this Newsletter and bring your ideas for the 2019 ASA Program in New York City. 

Many thanks to our Website and Announcement Coordinator J.A. Carter and our Newsletter Editor, Eli Alston-Stepnitz, 

for all your communications work all year. 

See you soon!   

Mary Blair-Loy 

University of California, San Diego 

mblairloy@ucsd.edu 

  

 
ELECTION RESULTS 
 

Chair-Elect: Sara Crawley 

 

Council Members: Georgiann Davis, Katie Acosta, Jennifer Carlson 

 

Student Council Member: Praveena Lakshmanan 

mailto:mblairloy@ucsd.edu
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SALLY HACKER GRADUATE STUDENT PAPER AWARD 
 

Winner: Stephanie Bonnes (University of Colorado, Boulder) for "The Bureaucratic 
Harassment of U.S. Servicewomen"  
 

Honorable Mentions: Jessica Pfaffendorf (University of Arizona) for "Sensitive Cowboys: 
Privileged Young Men and the Mobilization of Hybrid Masculinities” and Heidi Gansen 
(University of Michigan) for "Reproducing (and Disrupting) Heteronormativity: Gendered 
Sexual Socialization in Preschool Classrooms” 
  

 

FEMINIST SCHOLAR ACTIVIST AWARD 

 
Rhacel Parreñas (University of Southern California) 

  

 

DISTINGUISHED ARTICLE AWARD 
 

Winner: Angela Frederick, "Risky Mothers and the Normalcy Project: Women with 
Disabilities Negotiate Scientific Motherhood" (Gender & Society 2017) 

Honorable Mention: Susila Gurusami, "Working for Redemption: Formerly Incarcerated 
Black Women and Punishment in the Labor Market" (Gender & Society 2017) 

 

DISTINGUISHED BOOK AWARD (CO-WINNERS) 
 
Hector Carrillo, Pathways of Desire: The Sexual Migration of Mexican Gay Men, University 
of Chicago Press 2017 

Carla Pfeffer, Queering Families: The Postmodern Partnerships of Cisgender Women and 
Transgender Men, Oxford University Press 2017 

SECTION AWARDS 
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GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 

 

Daniel is a PhD candidate in Sociology with a certificate in Women’s and Gender Studies at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. His dissertation draws on in-depth interviews he conducted 
with married people to comparatively explore how people of different genders and sexualities 
simultaneously disrupt and reinforce heteropatriarchy within the institution of marriage. Daniel’s 
preliminary findings that all married people demonstrate an awareness of the ways in which martial 
norms can perpetuate gender and sexual inequalities, regardless of gender or sexual orientation and 
that bisexual, queer, transgender, and non-binary married people are identifying strategies to 
radically disrupt the (hetero) norms of marriage, contribute to the sociological scholarship of gender, 
sexuality, and family, which tends to homogenize the experiences of married LGBT+ individuals. 
Positioning his dissertation in a broader societal context, Daniel argues for policy reform that would 
extend legal protections to a more diverse and inclusive array of familial arrangements 
representative of the queer, egalitarian kinship formations he is unveiling in his research. Daniel’s 
work has been published in Society and Mental Health, Teaching Sociology, and TRAILS. He has 
received several honors and awards for his research and teaching, including a UWM Distinguished 
Dissertation Fellowship, the 2018 ASA Graduate Student Contribution to the Sociological Scholarship 
of Teaching & Learning Award, two consecutive SAGE Teaching Innovations & Professional 
Development Awards, an Alpha Kappa Delta Fellowship, a UWM Sociology Department Best 
Graduate Student Research Paper Award, and a UWM Sociology Department Outstanding Graduate 
Student Teaching Award. 

 

DANIEL BARTHOLOMAY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE 

 

LAIN A. B. MATHERS, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, CHICAGO 

Lain A. B. Mathers is a Doctoral Candidate at University of Illinois at Chicago. Their dissertation 

draws on two data sources: in-depth interviews with 40 bi+ individuals (those who identify as 

bisexual, pansexual, queer, and/or otherwise sexually fluid), and a national sample of LGBT 

people from the Pew Research LGBT Survey. Through zir dissertation they investigate the ways 

that bi+ individuals construct identity, navigate interpersonal relationships, and envision 

pathways for lessening sexual inequalities. Zir work unearths new ways for sociologists to think 

about the specific disparities bi+ people experience. Ze demonstrates how these findings 

connect to broader understandings of sexuality and inequality and put forth 

recommendations for future policy and academic directions we can take to mitigate 

inequalities that specifically harm bi+ individuals. Beyond zir dissertation, ze is in the process 

of analyzing data from a survey of responses from over 400 transgender people about their 

experiences with religion; health, medicine, and science; LGBTQIAP groups; and the broader 

cisgender public.  Their work has been published in Symbolic Interaction, Secularism and 

Nonreligion, Sexualities, Journal of Contemporary Ethnography, Teaching Sociology, Social 

Currents, Sociological Perspectives, Sociology of Religion, and The Qualitative Report. Lain’s 

co-authored article, “Contemporary Religion and the Cisgendering of Reality” (Social Currents) 

was awarded the 2016 American Sociological Association Section on Religion’s Distinguished 

Article Award. They are also the recipient of three teaching and mentoring awards and are 

looking forward to going on the academic job market this fall. 
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Q&A: #METOO 
 

What Has #MeToo Done for Sexual Harassment? An 

Interview with Dr. Abigail Saguy 
 

 

By Paige Sweet 
 

Abigail Saguy is a Professor of Sociology at University of California, Los Angeles. Dr. Saguy’s research on sexual 
harassment, including her 2003 book, What is Sexual Harassment? (University of California Press), has been recently 
featured in a number of news articles. She will publish a new book in 2020 with Oxford University Press, entitled Come 
Out, Come Out, Whoever You are, which includes a chapter on the #MeToo movement. Paige Sweet (University of 
Illinois, Chicago) took the opportunity to talk with her about sexual harassment, power, the law, and #MeToo. 

 
Q: In your work, you show that in the U.S., sexual harassment is largely about employment discrimination, as 
opposed to in France, where harassment has been defined criminally. How does this focus on employment in the 
U.S. uniquely affect victims? 

A: By treating sexual harassment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 in the U.S., the legal system has told 
employers: “This is your problem, you’re liable. If you don’t make sure that your workplace is free from harassment, 
you are going to be sued. Not the harasser, but you, the employer.” So, employers have developed internal regulations 
to deal with sexual harassment. In some ways, this is great because trainings and policies raise awareness. It’s good 
that people have some recourse outside of court. However, the problem is you’re giving a lot of power to employers 
who already have a lot of power over employees. Corporations’ main goal is to make money, not to make the world 
more just. Sometimes corporations find that it’s efficient to stop harassment so that workers are more productive. 
But if the person accused is powerful, the corporation may pay off the victim rather than fire the perpetrator. We’ve 
seen this with Fox News and Harvey Weinstein. 

 

Q: You’ve shown how the French media has reacted to U.S. sexual harassment cases negatively, by casting American 
culture as oversaturated with Puritanism. Have cultural discourses around sexual harassment in France continued 
to shift since the #MeToo movement? 

 

 

 

A: Yes, #MeToo has shifted discourses in France 

in a really important way. If judges and jurors 

and the public believe that women can’t be 

trusted, if it’s seen as appropriate for lawyers to 

ask victims about what they were wearing, it’s 

really hard to enforce the law. The Dominique 

Strauss Kahn case raised people’s awareness 

that powerful men will abuse women with little 

power because they can. It’s not about desire; 

it’s about power. I don’t think it’s a coincidence 

that the Cosby trial before the #MeToo 

movement ended in a hung jury, while the 

second trial after #MeToo ended in a conviction. 
[Photo Source: Girltalkhq.com] 

https://girltalkhq.com/why-the-beauty-industry-wont-survive-in-its-current-form-in-a-post-metoo-world/
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Q: You have argued that cultural attitudes about gender shape the way that sexual harassment laws are carried out. 

#MeToo has focused on public accountability rather than on laws and official policies. Is the law’s importance waning 

in the face of #MeToo? What [do you think] are the long-term effects of #MeToo on these issues? 

A: The law is a necessary but not sufficient condition for justice. Sexual harassment laws send a message that this 

behavior is unacceptable. “Sexual harassment” was coined in the 1970s but most people had never heard the term 

until Anita Hill testified in 1991. The law gives people a vocabulary. But it was kind of an unfinished revolution. At the 

end of the day, women are still blamed or not believed. The #MeToo movement is making the laws more powerful not 

by revising the laws but by changing people’s attitudes. Part of the long-term impact of the #MeToo movement, I think, 

is around the issue of affirmative consent. In the early 1990s, there was a lot of conversation about Antioch College 

and the affirmative consent rules. These are questions that we’re now coming back to. What is consent? That’s a 

positive thing and I hope that it reaches our students. 

 

Q: Do you think the focus of the #MeToo movement on elite men in positions of power is useful for combatting 

sexual harassment? 

A: There has been this view that powerful men are above the law—the Harasser-in-Chief, for example, seems 

completely untouchable. There’s also a perception that elite men wouldn’t need to sexually harass because women 

are throwing themselves at them. These cases show that powerful men abuse their power against people who have 

less power. Elite men need to know they’re not above the law. However, powerful women in Hollywood are not the 

only victims. The less power women have, the more vulnerable they are—people on the margins are actually more 

vulnerable to harassment because it’s an issue of power and vulnerability. A powerful man meeting his downfall by an 

elite woman writing an op-ed is a compelling story. Those stories make headlines. We should use that, but not stop 

there. From the beginning, we need to look at how this issue is affecting women across the economic spectrum. 

 

 

Abgail Saguy, PhD is a Professor of Sociology and Gender Studies at UCLA. She’s the author 

of What is Sexual Harassment? From Capitol Hill to the Sorbonne (2003, University of 

California Press and What's Wrong with Fat? (2013, Oxford University Press). She’s a cultural 

sociologist of gender who studies how cultural schemas shape power relations and how 

subordinate groups are sometimes able to increase their control by creating new cultural 

meaning. Her teaching and research interests include gender, culture, the body, politics, 

law and public health. Dr. Saguy is also incoming Chair for Sex & Gender! 

Paige L. Sweet is a PhD Candidate in Sociology at the University of Illinois Chicago. Her 

research focuses on gender and sexuality, expert knowledge, and the politics of health. 

Paige is currently writing her dissertation and teaching. Paige’s dissertation, “Traumatizing 

Politics: Legibility and Survivorhood after Domestic Violence,” explores the medicalization of 

domestic violence and the effects of that shift on both feminist politics and domestic 

violence victims themselves.   
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Helana Darwin is a PhD candidate at Stony Brook University. She is a sociologist of gender who 

has turned to a wide range of subcultures, both online and offline, in order to explore the 

regulatory impact of the gender binary system. Helana's current research focuses on the 

experiences of non-binary social actors. Redoing Gender: how non-binary people navigate the 

gender binary system advances gender scholarship by exploring how 47 non-binary people from 

around the world negotiate their accountability to the gender binary system. These interviews 

reveal the effect that binary gender ideology has upon people’s gender identity, gender 

expression, relationships with their bodies, relationships with others, and interactions with 

institutions. This research contributes to ongoing efforts to theorize social change, while 

illuminating new angles of the sex/gender/sexuality nexus. Stony Brook University awarded 

Helana the Joyce Turner Dissertation Fellowship Award for this project. Her research on gender 

inequality in craft beer culture won the ASA Consumers and Consumption award for the best 

graduate student paper in 2018. This research has been widely featured in popular blogs and 

magazines online. Helana also won the Association for the Sociology of Religion's McNamara 

Award for the most outstanding article by a graduate student in 2018. This award recognizes her 

recent Gender & Society article, "Redoing Gender, Redoing Religion," for illuminating an 

important new angle of the gender/religion nexus. Her book proposal is currently under review 

at several academic presses. 

HELANA DARWIN, SUNY STONY BROOK  

 

JAIME HARTLESS, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 

Jaime Hartless is a PhD candidate in the Sociology Department at the University of Virginia. 

Her work explores the politics of privilege and power in spaces that are meant to be safe 

havens for marginalized people. Her dissertation, “You’ve Got a Friend in Me?: Allyship and 

Privilege Negotiation in Feminism and LGBTQ Activism,” expands upon this research, 

investigating how privilege imbues more explicitly activist spaces. She uses ethnographic 

observations of social justice-oriented groups and interviews with activists to explore the 

politics of ‘allyship’ and to examine the problems created by intra-movement privilege 

hierarchies. By comparing the rhetoric and practice of allyship in the LGBTQ community with 

the discourse and dynamics of men’s involvement with feminism, she shows that answers to 

these questions are not only fraught and contested, but shaped by the history, identity 

politics, within-group privilege conflicts, and institutional context of specific social movements 

and organizations. Her recent publication in the Journal of Homosexuality, “Questionably 

Queer: Understanding Straight Presence in the Post-Gay Bar” problematizes the notion that 

straight people are always encroaching on clearly bounded queer space when they attend 

‘gay’ bars, showing how the questionable queerness of some community spaces mediates the 

ambivalence LGBTQ people often feel regarding straight people therein. Her forthcoming 

paper, “‘They’re Gay Bars, But They’re Men Bars’: Gendering Questionably Queer Spaces in 

University Town,” argues that this ambivalence is felt most keenly by LGBTQ-identified women 

and examines how they negotiate their exclusion from such places. 

GRADUATE STUDENT SPOTLIGHT 



  

GRADUATE STUDENT LEADERSHIP AT ASA 
By LaToya Council and Apoorva Ghosh 
 

Our 113th ASA Annual Meetings Conference theme is “Feeling Race: An Invitation to Explore Racialized Emotions.” 

Keeping with this year’s theme, the Sex and Gender section of the ASA has honored our conference theme by exploring 

the ways in which feeling race intersects with gender in areas such as, health and medicine, emotional labor in work 

and family, state violence, social movements, femininities, and gender violence. It is apparent from the presentations 

listed within each of our section themes that we are intentional about having conversations on race, gender, and the 

surge of momentum around the country to discuss injustices. The same intention and spirit is a part of our vision as 

the graduate student representatives of the Sex and Gender section. 

When thinking about the small ways we contribute to our section as your graduate student representatives, we think 

hard about how our initiatives align with our section vision, as well as our annual meetings vision. To this end, we are 

excited to announce that we are continuing our long-standing mentor program and our graduate student mixer, 

connecting more with our student concerns committee, and implementing a new section program “hotel room sign-

up drive,” as ways to continue and create more equitable opportunities for graduate students. We believe that our 

current programs, as well as our new program are great avenues for students to network with each other and the 

faculty.  

Mentor Program: This year, our faculty mentor program was co-sponsored with the Sexualities section of the ASA. 

We were able to pair 50 graduate students with faculty for mentorship. This level of interest in our mentor/mentee 

program is an indicator to us in how important it is to help graduate students create and foster networks early in their 

career. We are happy to continue our working partnership with the Sexualities section next year. We also aim to 

maintain our current level of interest, or exceed it among faculty and students in the mentor program. 

Graduate Student Mixer: Every year we host a mixer for our graduate student section members. It is an opportunity 

for graduate students to meet each other and build collegial relationships and friendships. We know how important 

these relationships are, and we are excited to continue hosting an event that allows for these opportunities to begin. 

This year’s mixer was hosted at Field House Sports Bar, located at 1150 Filbert Street. The Mixer will be held at 8:30pm. 

When choosing a venue, we seriously considered distance accommodations, gender-neutral bathroom 

accommodations, and ADA accommodations. We are happy that our chosen venue is able to serve as a convenient 

and safe space for everyone. 
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TINENTAL MONTREA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ESSAY: GRAD STUDENT LEADERSHIP 

Student Concerns Committee: This year, we decided 
to share in our joy as graduate student 
representatives by inviting more input from our 
section’s Student Concerns Committee (SCC). We are 
happy to report that we hosted a summer phone 
conversation to plan our annual mixer. We also 
discussed ways we can increase graduate student 
membership in our section. A program that came out 
of this meeting was starting a conversation around 
hosting a graduate student membership drive. We 
look forward to implementing this in the future. 
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New Program, Hotel Room Sign-Up: As graduate students, we know well how costly conferences can be. As officers of 

the ASA Sex and Gender section, we also know how important it is for our members to stay at the listed meeting hotels. 

To this end, we have decided to implement a hotel room sign-up which will serve as a resource for graduate students to 

find roommates so we are able to stay in the conference hotel, keep conference costs low, and network even more. This 

program will begin in 2019. We are happy to collaborate with graduate student reps from other sections of the ASA for 

this program as well.  

Each one of our programs aligns with an agenda of tackling inequality. We know that inequality manifests within race, 

gender, sexuality, class, and other social locations. In our own special way, we seek to make our annual meeting more 

equitable for our graduate students.  

Bringing our note to a close, we would like to encourage you all to reach out with any questions or concerns you may 

have. We are open to feedback. Thank you all for allowing us to serve as your section graduate student representatives. 

We hope your year is filled with productivity, boundless opportunities, and much needed self-care. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graduate Student Mixer 

Monday, August 13, 2018 @ 8:30 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

Filed House Sports Bar 

1150 Filbert Street 

LaToya Council (University of Southern 

California) and Apoorva Ghosh (University of 

California, Irvine) are your current Sex and 

Gender Student Council Members. If you 

have any questions or concerns or feedback 

they would love to hear from you! You can 

contact them councillatoya997@gmail.com 

and apoorva.ghosh@uci.edu. 

 

mailto:councillatoya997@gmail.com
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NEW PUBLICATIONS BY SECTION MEMBERS 
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https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://muse.jhu.edu/article/692046/summary%3Fcasa_token%3D371D5WMA_lsAAAAA:EzsP0qEfYpXBhi_6vPSw_XZhBKNr1TW2k2fBmtDJbRqpJUN-WGHvjF_VNavjT9mzT87HS7-f0g&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=14097735407131809894&ei=sD5MW8jYEoOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm35_TNkBTIFmGm-zjY6b4j57RWWuQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://muse.jhu.edu/article/692046/summary%3Fcasa_token%3D371D5WMA_lsAAAAA:EzsP0qEfYpXBhi_6vPSw_XZhBKNr1TW2k2fBmtDJbRqpJUN-WGHvjF_VNavjT9mzT87HS7-f0g&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=14097735407131809894&ei=sD5MW8jYEoOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm35_TNkBTIFmGm-zjY6b4j57RWWuQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://muse.jhu.edu/article/690827/summary%3Fcasa_token%3Di_4F09aF4ikAAAAA:WUpoLzcITpvJOEs_lI0o5An_hELVgBcWPHkWkAOsPYddf7gqCSEPVcE6ZHHd7PJdR37vGjfB3w&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=5001601294433012451&ei=gD9MW6XNKJHQmgHXh44o&scisig=AAGBfm09l9gGO-JPm9nKEHiz5w--kmZ0ew
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://muse.jhu.edu/article/690827/summary%3Fcasa_token%3Di_4F09aF4ikAAAAA:WUpoLzcITpvJOEs_lI0o5An_hELVgBcWPHkWkAOsPYddf7gqCSEPVcE6ZHHd7PJdR37vGjfB3w&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=5001601294433012451&ei=gD9MW6XNKJHQmgHXh44o&scisig=AAGBfm09l9gGO-JPm9nKEHiz5w--kmZ0ew
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1097184X18768377&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=5026315285453924231&ei=xjZMW5PTE4OImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm1YTjXADvImE3-fx0Iu-e9R-WezCQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1097184X18768377&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=5026315285453924231&ei=xjZMW5PTE4OImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm1YTjXADvImE3-fx0Iu-e9R-WezCQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/soc4.12596&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1119997030850663479&ei=bkRMW8mrKonYmgHBz5qQCg&scisig=AAGBfm0HeqUlktlemlKIHaUTlB75griR3w
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/soc4.12596&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1119997030850663479&ei=bkRMW8mrKonYmgHBz5qQCg&scisig=AAGBfm0HeqUlktlemlKIHaUTlB75griR3w
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/23268743.2018.1477616&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1636570328891359405&ei=-TpMW7LlKIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm3rnNXekCMNJKVfzbsTQTNAlC2avw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/23268743.2018.1477616&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1636570328891359405&ei=-TpMW7LlKIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm3rnNXekCMNJKVfzbsTQTNAlC2avw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/23268743.2018.1477616&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1636570328891359405&ei=-TpMW7LlKIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm3rnNXekCMNJKVfzbsTQTNAlC2avw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0891243218777201&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=358446161551062442&ei=yzlMW67sCZHomwGYtrPoDw&scisig=AAGBfm1m5n8b8CDG0-vAV9Va7lj1iLD5Rw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0891243218777201&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=358446161551062442&ei=yzlMW67sCZHomwGYtrPoDw&scisig=AAGBfm1m5n8b8CDG0-vAV9Va7lj1iLD5Rw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://dsq-sds.org/article/view/5863&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1650935636374313881&ei=-j5MW6OIE4OImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm0AOckJb_f9Hm-d4FkSyUR9n6Usjw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://dsq-sds.org/article/view/5863&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=1650935636374313881&ei=-j5MW6OIE4OImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm0AOckJb_f9Hm-d4FkSyUR9n6Usjw
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0891241617752409&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=11199415018242226522&ei=IDpMW8LRKJHQmgHXh44o&scisig=AAGBfm2d7VPT4KKyJp9qIMlkulfU-QPboQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0891241617752409&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=11199415018242226522&ei=IDpMW8LRKJHQmgHXh44o&scisig=AAGBfm2d7VPT4KKyJp9qIMlkulfU-QPboQ
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15348431.2017.1371018&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=17822884755958613963&ei=hzpMW6T_FIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm34F_zDricr8TAR51HRqUVOm9YkJA
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15348431.2017.1371018&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=17822884755958613963&ei=hzpMW6T_FIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm34F_zDricr8TAR51HRqUVOm9YkJA
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15348431.2017.1371018&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=17822884755958613963&ei=hzpMW6T_FIOImgHQhqnwCA&scisig=AAGBfm34F_zDricr8TAR51HRqUVOm9YkJA
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15423166.2018.1472030&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=13168178133787259363&ei=NjdMW6L3CYapmAHC-6GoBA&scisig=AAGBfm2VkAhliHJ5MhKQ2A3yv61u8IaY8w
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_url?url=https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/15423166.2018.1472030&hl=en&sa=T&oi=gsb&ct=res&cd=0&d=13168178133787259363&ei=NjdMW6L3CYapmAHC-6GoBA&scisig=AAGBfm2VkAhliHJ5MhKQ2A3yv61u8IaY8w
http://en.nankai.findplus.cn/n_index_findplus_en.php?h=search_list&query=JN:%22Psychology%20of%20Sexual%20Orientation%20and%20Gender%20Diversity%22
http://en.nankai.findplus.cn/n_index_findplus_en.php?h=search_list&query=JN:%22Psychology%20of%20Sexual%20Orientation%20and%20Gender%20Diversity%22
http://en.nankai.findplus.cn/n_index_findplus_en.php?h=search_list&query=JN:%22Psychology%20of%20Sexual%20Orientation%20and%20Gender%20Diversity%22
http://en.nankai.findplus.cn/n_index_findplus_en.php?h=search_list&query=JN:%22Psychology%20of%20Sexual%20Orientation%20and%20Gender%20Diversity%22
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14680777.2018.1465107
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14680777.2018.1465107
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NEW BOOKS BY SECTION MEMBERS 

 

Surviving State 

Terror: Women’s 

Testimonies of 

Repression and 

Resistance in 

Argentina. 

Barbara Sutton. 

New York: NYU 

Press, 2018. 

Undocumented 

Politics: Place, 

Gender, and the 

Pathways of Mexican 

Migrants. Andrews, 

Abigail. University of 

California Press, 

2018. 

 

Black Boys Apart: 

Racial Uplift and 

Respectability in All-

male Public Schools. 

Freeden Blume 

Oeur. University of 

Minnesota Press, 

2018. 

 

Handbook of the 

Sociology of 

Gender. Edited by 

Barbara J. Risman, 

Carissa M. Froyum, 

and William J. 

Scarborough. New 

York City, NY: 

Springer Press. 

2018. 

 

The Unfinished 

Queer Agenda 

After Marriage 

Equality. Angela 

Jones, Joseph 

Nicholas DeFilippis, 

& Michael W. 

Yarbrough, eds. 

Routledge, 2018. 

Queer Families and 

Relationships After 

Marriage Equality. 

Michael W. 

Yarbrough, Angela 

Jones, & Joseph 

Nicholas DeFilippis, 

eds. Routledge, 

2018. 

Discourses on 

Gender and Sexual 

Inequality: The 

Legacy of Sandra 

Bem. Edited by 

Marla H. Kohlman, 

and Dana B. Krieg. 

Emerald Publishing. 

2017. 

 

The Social Life of 

Gender. Edited by 

Raka Ray, Jennifer 

Carlson, and  

Abigail Andrews. 

SAGE Publications. 

2017. 

 

Queer Activism 

After Marriage 

Equality. Joseph 

Nicholas 

DeFilippis, 

Michael W. 

Yarbrough, & 

Angela Jones, eds. 

Routledge, 2018. 

Gender Panic, 

Gender Policy. 

Edited by Vasilikie 

Demos and Marcia 

Texler Segal. 

Emerald Publishing. 

2017. 

https://nyupress.org/books/9781479829927/
https://www.ucpress.edu/book/9780520299979/undocumented-politics
https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/black-boys-apart
https://www.springer.com/us/book/9783319763323
https://www.routledge.com/The-Unfinished-Queer-Agenda-After-Marriage-Equality/Jones-DeFilippis-Yarbrough/p/book/9781138557536
https://www.routledge.com/Queer-Activism-After-Marriage-Equality/DeFilippis-Yarbrough-Jones/p/book/9781138557505
https://www.routledge.com/Queer-Families-and-Relationships-After-Marriage-Equality/Yarbrough-Jones-DeFilippis/p/book/9781138557468
https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/book/10.1108/s1529-2126201723
https://bookshout.com/ebooks/the-social-life-of-gender
https://books.emeraldinsight.com/page/detail/Discourses-on-Gender-and-Sexual-Inequality/?k=9781787431973
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AWARDS & ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING SECTION MEMBERS: 

 

• Betul Ekşi- was selected as one of the 2018-19 Fellows at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced 

Study. 

 

• Mary Frank Fox- was featured in Nature-Index and on the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science (AAAS) website in a story about her work-and-life in the study of 

gender and science. 

 

• Gina M. Longo- recently began a one-year post doc in the Law School at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison.   

 

• Ethel L. Mickey- was awarded the 2018 Best Student Paper Award from the CITAMS section 
of the American Sociological Association for her manuscript titled, “Doing Gender, Doing 
Networks: Exploring Individual Networking Strategies in High-Tech.” 

 

• Mollie Pepper- was awarded the United States Institute of Peace Jennings Randolph Peace 
Fellowship to complete her fieldwork in Southeast Asia for her dissertation, "We ethnic women 
are the solution for the conflict": Gender, Ethnicity and Power in Myanmar's Peace Process.” 

 

• Kathrin Zippel- was promoted to full professor as of July 1, 2018 

 
 

 

DO YOU WANT TO BE FEATURED IN THE NEXT ISSUE?  

Please send any information about new books, articles, awards, or 

other news to our Newsletter Editor Eli Alston-Stepnitz at 

ecalstonstepnitz@udavis.edu. 

mailto:ecalstonstepnitz@ucdavis.edu?subject=Sex and Gender Newsletter Submission
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Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender Business Meeting  

Tuesday, August 14 

9:30 -10:10 a.m. 

Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, Franklin Hall 4, Level 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ASA 2018 PHILADELPHIA 

 
 

Joint Reception:  

Section on Sociology of Sex & Gender and 

Section on Race, Gender & Class 

Monday, August 13, 2018 

6:30 to 8:10 p.m. 

Juniper Room 

Philadelphia Courtyard Marriott Downtown  

21 N. Juniper Street 

 

Graduate Student Mixer 

Monday, August 13, 2018 

8:30 p.m. 

 

Filed House Sports Bar 

1150 Filbert Street 
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Monday, August 13 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender, Health, and Medicine Pennsylvania Convention 

Center, 111B, Street Level, 8:30- 10:10am Session  
Organizer: Austin H Johnson, Kenyon College 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender/Sex and Emotional Labor in Work and/or Family 

Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, 402, Level 4, 10:30am12:10pm 
Session Organizer: Mary Blair-Loy, University of California, San Diego 
Presider: Catherine A. Crowder, University of California, San Diego 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender, Race, and State Violence Philadelphia Marriott 

Downtown, Franklin Hall 5, Level 4, 2:30-4:10pm 
Session Organizer: Joseph Crampah Ewoodzie, Davidson College 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gender, Social Movements, and (In)Justice Philadelphia 

Marriott Downtown, Franklin Hall 6, Level 4, 4:30-6:10pm 
Session Organizer: James Joseph Dean, Sonoma State University 
Presider: Tal Peretz, Auburn University 

 

Tuesday, August 14 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender Refereed Roundtable Session 

Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, Level 5, Salon H, 10:30am to 12:10pm 
Session Organizers: Asia Friedman, University of Delaware 
Jaime Hartless, University of Virginia 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Femininities Philadelphia Marriott Downtown, Franklin Hall 4, 

Level 4, 12:30-2:10pm 
Session Organizers: Andrea Pauline Herrera, University of Oregon Dana A. Berkowitz, Louisiana State 
University 
Presider: Megan Carroll, University of Southern California 

Section on Sociology of Sex and Gender. Gendered Violence, Sexual Harassment, and Title IX 

Pennsylvania Convention Center, 111B, Street Level, 2:30- 4:10pm 
Session Organizer: Marla H. Kohlman, Kenyon College 
Presider: Gillian Gualtieri, University of California Berkeley 

 

 

 

SECTION SESSIONS 
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August 9-10, 2018, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
 

Join the Sexualities section for a two-day preconference celebrating and reflecting on the two decades 
since the founding of the American Sociological Association Section on the Sociology of Sexualities. 
The second national mini-conference on sexualities studies in sociology, this two-day preconference 
will precede the 2018 Annual Meeting of the ASA in Philadelphia (August 11-14, 2018). 
 

Gather with sexualities scholars of all ranks to consider the current political climate’s implications for 
sexualities research and communities. 

Pursue and offer mentorship, build intellectual networks, help set an agenda for the Section’s next two 
decades! 

 

 

 

SECTION SESSIONS SEXUALITIES PRECONFERENCE  

http://www.asanet.org/communities/sections/sites/sexualities
http://www.asanet.org/annual-meeting-2018

